
I hadn’t seen as much lycra since Jane Fonda and
Mr Motivator were twisting themselves into some
grotesque shape or another and the Jellicle ball
was doing the rounds on Broadway. 

I want to ride my bicycle -
Queen

Dignity - Deacon Blue

I thought I might give the auld
cycling a whirl. And why not says
he indignantly.
I’d seen a bit of it on channel 4
and TnaG. It looked mighty and it
didn’t seem like there was a hell
of a lot to it. I’d sometimes pass
the spandex brigade on the
weekends and was quietly in awe
of their willpower and dedication
as they crested the monstrous
category 3 La Creme Doughnut
without a care in the world or
even a bike most of the time.
Nope this wasn’t for the faint of
heart or the cholesterol conscious
but I figured it might suit me.
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Je suis un rock star - 
Bill Wymam 

All I really wanted was the old Skil Mavic outfit, you know the stripey one that
Sean Kelly used to wear, but I was informed ,a bit sniffly too I might add, that
the last time one of those was spotted in any reasonable kind of condition it
was on Moses freewheeling down Mount Sinai with the tablets strapped to
his back.
Still in my new hermetically sealed aerodynamically perfect outfit and half a
bowling ball on my head I could sense terminal velocity on the horizon and I
was ready to give the bould Pogacar a rim for his money. But which rims?

On to the main event. Carbon fibre is where it’s at
says he and why wouldn’t he with a shop full of it
to hock and a long line of budding domestiques
and sprocket jockeys to discuss the finer points of
peloton etiquette, all before lunch.

Somethin’ Stupid -Nancy Sinatra

I half heartily mentioned that prices seemed a little on the steep side, much
like the hills came the bullet reply–(boom boom) and you probably need all
the help you can get. The Pharaoh's heart was well hard and a can of 3 in
One was the extent of the sweetener on offer. In for a penny in for a pound
I reasoned but I’d long left reason struggling manfully at the tail end of the
critical faculty breakaway and as I thundered past the final exit for sanity I
knew things weren’t going to end well...

I’d put on a bit of condition over the festive period
and the lycra was beginning to bulge in all the
wrong places. The old ticker would be on double
time on the hills but I’d anticipated all that and my
fat tyre assisted pedaller was coming into it’s own.

The natty AG2R Citroen Team outfit with matching hi-viz waterbottle might
look a bit poncy to the casual observer but I wasn’t bothered, you can’t put a
price on style. I’ve been blackballed by my little group but they’ll come to their
senses and see the benefits of the old assisted pedlar and if they don’t, well
at least they can admire my well toned behind disappear over the horizon.
Roll on summer and the open road.

Enjoy the weekend it’s the best bit of the week...!
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